Individual Sponsorship for The Maya Meetings

The Maya Meetings are at the cutting edge of research into the culture of the ancient Maya of Mexico and Central America. This annual conference, which includes lectures, teaching practica, and research workshops, draws scholars as well as the general public to share insights on Maya and Mesoamerican research.

Individual support in the form of a tax-deductible gift will provide for ground-breaking research and activities of the Maya Meetings. The Mesoamerica Center’s many achievements would not be possible without the commitment of individuals, corporations, and private foundations committed to understanding and preserving the art and culture of Mesoamerica.

For more information on supporting the Maya Meetings, the Mesoamerica Center, or Casa Herrera, please contact: Andrea Keene at (512) 471-9270 or akeene@austin.utexas.edu.
Maya Meeting Individual Sponsorship Levels:

*Cielo*

$25,000+
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on the Maya Meeting website
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on printed public materials used for promotion and publicity
* Invitations for 25 to VIP reception for The Maya Meetings
* Invitations for 25 to lectures at The Maya Meetings
* Invitations for 25 to VIP workshop at The Maya Meetings

*Jade*

$10,000- 24,999
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on the Maya Meeting website
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on printed public materials used for promotion and publicity
* Invitations for 15 to VIP reception for The Maya
* Invitations for 15 to lectures at The Maya Meetings
* Invitations for 15 to VIP workshop for The Maya
**Fuego**
$5,000-9,999
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on the Maya Meeting website
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on printed public materials used for promotion and publicity
* Invitations for 10 to VIP reception for The Maya Meetings
* Invitations for 10 to lectures at The Maya Meetings

**Agua**
$1,000-4,999
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on the Maya Meeting website
* Invitations for 4 to VIP reception for The Maya

**Tierra**
$500-$999
* Recognition of the individual sponsor on the Maya Meeting website
* Invitations for 2 to VIP reception for The Maya Meetings

**Viento**
$250-$499
* Invitations for 2 to VIP reception for The Maya Meetings